Bachelor of Business Management Bachelor of Laws

1. Program rules dictionary:
   1.1 approved combination means a combination of courses approved by the executive dean.
   1.2 BBusMan major means an approved combination of #12 from group 2 of the BBusMan list —
      (a) that includes LAWS5136; and
      (b) of which #6 must be at level 3.
   1.3 business electives means any combination of courses in group 3 of the BBusMan list —
      (a) that includes LAWS5136; and
      (b) of which —
         (i) #6 must be at level 3; and
         (ii) only #2 at level 1.
   1.4 pre-2008 student means a student who first enrolled in the program before 1 January 2008.

2. Program requirements:
   2.1 Program requirements: #88 comprising —
      (a) #34 from the BBusMan list comprising
         (i) #22 from group 1, not including LAWS1100; and
         (ii) either —
             (A) a BBusMan major; or
             (B) #12 of business electives; and
      (b) #54 from the LLB list comprising —
         (i) #38 from part A; and
         (ii) #16 from a combination of courses in part B or part C or both, not including
              LAWS5136.
   2.2 Unless a different intention appears in these rules a student must comply with the
      program rules for both degrees.

3. Course pre-enrolment approval:
   Not required.
   Note See GAR 2.3.4 of the General Award Rules.

4. Limit of pre-2006 3s:
   #8.

5. Transitional:
   A pre-2008 student may complete the program under the current rules or the rules in force on
   31 December 2007.